
Potomac
Sometimes you need to break the mould and move a little closer. You may want 
to meet people on a different level. This is when new ideas emerge. These tailor-
made pouffes and tables are ideal for small workshops or for a relaxed coffee 
break with colleagues. Put several together to create relaxation areas or use 
them as individual seats. Perfect at the office as a welcoming are for visitors.

COFFEE TABLE + SEATING

DESIGN anki gneib
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Potomac is shaped as a Polygon 
making it easy to create patterns 
with your pouffes and tables.

Potomac coffee table is created in tow designs. One of the cof-
fee tables is a small one all in metal, height 500 mm.The tables 
can be combined into different patterns, just as the pouffe. 
Three tables put together can create a pentagon. 
 
Material: RAL 9016  -  White, RAL 9005  -  Black, RAL 5001  -  
Petrolblue och RAL 1018  -  Yellow.
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Potomac pouffe is available in three different variations as well as a back 
support upholstered in fabric.
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The other Potomac table is a tabletop with a 
stative in metal beneath. The tabletop is available 
in round and hexagon shape. Material of the ta-
bletop is white compact laminate or veneer(oak, 
ash, birch, beech, ebonized oak, ebonized ash, 
white pigmented oak, whitepigmented ash). The 
statives are available as black and white.

Potomac table/container with place for a pot. Is 
available with or without lamp.



COFFEE TABLE + SEATING

Potomac pouffe is available in three shapes with two different back rests upholstered in fabric. Measurement below is circum measure, may vary slightly 
because of the thickness of the fabric.
Prices fabrics see Price classes fabric at www.horreds.com.
Potomac coffee table is available in two shapes, one completely in metal which can be combined into different shapes. Is available in the colours white, 
black, yellow, petrolblue. The other table is a tabletop on a metal stative. The tabletop is available in a round or hexagon shape. Is available in white comapct 
laminate or veneer(beech, birch, ash, oak, ebonized ash, ebonized oak, white pigmenterad ash, white pigmenterad oak).

Use Potomac CAD at www.horreds.se to create your own set up.

POTOMAC
Design Anki Gneib
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Pouffe 1:

Pouffe 2:

Back rest:

Pouffe 3:
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Coffee table in metal:

Round tables:

Measurement:

Diameter 700 mm

Height 500 mm

Measurement:

Diameter 900 mm

Height 500 mm

Hexagon shaped tables:

Mått:

Hexagon 605 mm

Höjd 500 mm

Mått:

Hexagon780mm

Höjd 500 mm

Other:

Outer measurement:

485x485 mm

Height 430 mm


